We propose a multivariate methodology based on Functional Gradient Descent to estimate and forecast time-varying expected bond returns. Backtesting our procedure on US monthly data, we collect empirical evidence of its strong forecasting potential in terms of the accuracy of the predictions, also in comparison to the classical univariate methodology used in the literature.
Introduction
The joint dynamics of bond returns at different maturities have been object of numerous theoretical models, but relatively little empirical study. The high dimensionality of the necessary models has forced earlier studies to rely on univariate methods as in Fama (1984) or on factor models, as in Brennan and Schwartz (1982) . The former approach suffers because of its lack of power, that prevents reaching firm conclusions on bond expected returns. Factor models restrict a priori expected returns and the shape of the term structure in ways that may conflict with empirical observations. Recently Audrino and Bühlmann (2003) have proposed an adaptation Friedman (2001) mainly to solve the classification problem in the machine learning context, to cope with high dimensional models in economics. Audrino et al. (2005) applied the FGD approach to study the stability of the term structure of interest rates. We extend their approach to study realized returns on notional zero coupon US bonds with maturities ranging from one month to ten years.
Our initial return data are obtained applying Babcock's formula (1984) to spot rates from US monthly bond prices over the period January 1965 to December 1999. Most of our analysis concerns bonds with maturities up to 1 year because of data limitations. The main result of our analysis is that the accuracy of expected bond return forecasts is significantly improved by the inclusion of past lagged returns at different maturities in their prediction. This can be of primary importance when estimating and forecasting term premia.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents our model and the corresponding estimation procedure. The empirical results for zero coupon US bond returns at twelve different maturities are presented in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes and concludes.
The model
This section describes the multivariate dynamic model we use to estimate and forecast expected bond returns at different maturities. In addition, we briefly present the estimation procedure based on Functional Gradient Descent (FGD) introduced in Audrino et al. (2005) that can be applied to it.
The general dynamic setting
For the purposes of our study, the multivariate data of interest are index bonds at various maturities. To construct such data from yields we rely on the formula developed by Babcock (1984) . Consider the multivariate time series of yields to maturity on day t {y t,T i ; t = 1, . . . , n, i = 1, . . . , d}, (2.1) . . . , d , are the different maturities. Suppose that the investment horizon is 1 month long. To construct an index bond representing a 1-year treasury issue we use the series of rates of return produced by a bond that is a 1-year bond at the beginning of each month and becomes a 11-month bond at the end of each month. In the first month of the sample, the yield of the 1 year bond equals y 1,T i , with T i = 1 year. At the end of the month (or at the beginning of the next one), the yield of the 11-month bond equals y 2,T j , with T j = 11 months. The following equation developed by Babcock (1984) provides for an extremely good approximation for the rate of return r 2,T i on the 1-year bond for the month
The symbol s in (2.2) represents the length of the time interval over which the rate of return is computed, in our case one-twelfth of a year. The multivariate time series {D t,T i } refer to the T i -bond's duration at the beginning of each month t of the sample. 1 We assume stationarity of the multivariate time series of rates of return for the month
constructed using (2.2).
Our goal is to find time-varying estimates and forecasts for the conditional first moments of the series of rates of returns given in (2.3), i.e. time-varying estimates and forecasts for the expected bond returns. To this purpose, we consider a general multivariate dynamic model, in the class of the semi-parametric VAR-GARCH models. In particular, we assume that the dynamics of the multivariate conditional mean
F t−1 denotes the information available up to time t − 1 2 , are specified by Bollerslev (1990) , where individual volatilities are allowed to be also of a general semi-parametric form exactly as in Audrino et al. (2005) .
The FGD estimation procedure
As Audrino et al. (2005) The algorithm used in this study is the same introduced in Audrino et al. (2005) , Appendix
A. Therefore, we briefly review here the main ideas of such an estimation procedure, referring to the above cited work for a detailed description and for a discussion of its reliability.
First of all, we restrict the conditional mean functions or neural nets. The only requirement on S is that it must be of a simple form (i.e. must involve the estimation of a small number of parameters) to avoid overfitting.
In our study, a suitable empirical criterion is given by the negative log-likelihood function in
. We choose S to be a regression tree with three end-nodes. We find that this statistical procedure represents a good trade-off between flexibility and simplicity, since it involves only the estimation of 5 parameters (i.e. 2 threshold and 3 location parameters). 4
4 Note that the complexity of S can be further reduced via shrinkage toward zero. This means the introduction of a parameter ν, 0 < ν ≤ 1, that multiplies every term in the additive expansion of the functions G i (·).
Obviously, this reduces the variance of the statistical procedure S by the factor ν 2 . In particular, in our empirical investigations in Section 3 we use a shrinkage factor of 0.5. For all details, see Audrino et al. (2005) .
To stop the algorithm, we use the following cross-validation scheme: we split the (in-sample) estimation period into two sets, the first of size 0.7n used as training set and the second of size 0.3n used as test set. The optimal stopping valueM (and consequently the optimal number of terms in the additive expansion of the functions G i (·)) is then chosen to optimize the crossvalidated negative log-likelihood. Note that during the estimation procedure, we have also to find the optimal number of past lags p in the multivariate series of bond returns to be used as predictors in constructing the conditional mean functions. The optimal numberp is the one that optimizes the cross-validated negative log-likelihood.
Summarizing, the functional form that the vector of expected bond returns µ t can take is
where G 0 (r t−j , j = 1, 2, . . .) are some initial estimates, I is the indicator function, and γ
, are respectively the vectors of location parameters and the cells of the predictor space that are constructed when fitting by least squares the regression tree with three end-nodes. In particular, in our empirical investigations of Section 3 we use the estimates from a standard diagonal VARMA(1,1) model as starting functions G 0 (·).
An empirical investigation of the US term structure
This section presents the results of our estimations for different zero-coupon bond (rate of) returns for the month constructed on the US term structure.
Data
In our empirical investigation, we use monthly U.S. zero-coupon bond yields at d = 12 different maturities from 1 to 12 months. The data comes from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) database. In particular, we downloaded the data from the Fama Treasury Bill 12-month Term Structure Files. The time period considered is between January 1965 and December 1999, for a total of 420 monthly observations. In the backtest analysis of the following sections, we split the whole data sample in an in-sample period until December 1994 (360 observations) and in a subsequent out-of-sample period from January 1995 to December 1999 (60 observations).
We estimate the optimal functional forms for the expected bond returns, given in equation (2.6), using the in-sample data. Then, we backtest the accuracy of the forecasts over the out-of-sample period, keeping the estimated optimal parameters fixed. 5
In Figure 1 , we provide a three-dimensional plot of our term structure data. As expected, the average yield curve is upward sloping and long rates are less volatile than short rates. FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE.
More interesting for our purposes is the analysis of the bond returns computed using the formula given in equation (2.2). Summary statistics of the bond return time series are given in Table 1 . The mean of the bond returns tends to increase from the 1 month to the 6 months maturity and remains fairly constant for longer maturities. In contrast, the standard deviation of the bond returns increases significantly from short to long maturities, implying higher variability of the bond returns at longer maturities. At all maturities there is (strong) evidence of persistent autocorrelation in the bond return series. We compute classical Ljung-Box statistics testing for autocorrelations in the individual bond return series up to the 10th order. The test statistics are for all maturities significant at the 5% level or better. Moreover, we also compute Ljung-Box statistics testing for cross-correlations in the multivariate series of bond returns. Once again, most of the test statistics are rejected at the 5% level. All our findings yield empirical support for the use of model (2.4) for the analysis of the (time-varying) dynamics of the expected bond returns.
Estimation results
This section presents the results of our estimation of expected bond returns on the US data presented in Section 3.1 for the in-sample time period between January 1965 and December 1994. Results for the choice of the number of past lags p that are included in the additive expansion of the conditional mean functions G i (·) in (2.6) as well as those for the choice of the optimal stopping parameter M in the FGD algorithm are presented in Table 2 . 5 We also performed a similar analysis on the whole US term structure, with maturities going from 1 month to 10 years. We downloaded the data from Datastream International, for the time period between April 1997 to September 2005, for a total of 102 observations. However, since the data at monthly maturities longer than 1 year are available for this time period only, we were able only to perform an in-sample analysis. In-sample results for maturities longer than 1 year are qualitatively the same as those reported in the next sections. Results are available upon request. Table 2 shows that the optimal number of past lagsp is 2, with a consequentM = 49 optimal number of FGD iterations. Note that this finding means that the expected bond return functions G i (·) depends on the whole history of its return time series {r s,T i , s < t}, incorporated in the starting functions G 0,i , as well as on the first two lagged multivariate observations r t−1 and r t−2 .
Therefore, cross-information included in the bond return series is relevant for prediction only when considering at most the previous two months. Including more past multivariate information in the estimation procedure increases the accuracy in-sample, but leads to overfitting.
When analyzing more in details the structure of the additive terms in (2.6) we can make the following comments. First, most of the time (about 80%) the relevant predictors chosen by the FGD procedure in the regression tree construction are past lags of bond returns at a different maturity than the one for which we are estimating the conditional mean. This implies that cross-information is fundamental in increasing the accuracy of the starting estimates. This result is not surprising, since the starting functions are already constructed by considering the whole information included in the individual bond return series. Second, in general the estimated optimal location parameters γ (m) k in (2.6) are small (in magnitude), once again to protect against overfitting.
To end this section, we plot in Figure 2 the estimated dynamics for the expected bond returns at two representative maturities (6 months and 1 year). For a comparison, these optimal dynamics are superimposed on those coming from a classical univariate analysis of each bond return series. Note that the latter are used as starting functions in the FGD procedure. 
Out-of-sample performance results
We evaluate in our investigation the out-of-sample performance of the FGD based multivariate procedure, also in comparison to a standard univariate ARMA(1,1) (-GARCH(1,1)) analysis of each individual bond return series. Note that the conditional mean estimates from the latter model are used as starting functions in the FGD algorithm. The out-of-sample period goes from January 1995 to December 1999, for a total of n out = 60 monthly observations. We quantify the out-of-sample performance of the expected bond return predictions obtained using the competitive approaches by means of individual (i.e. for each maturity) and global mean absolute error (MAE) and mean square errors (MSE). More in details, individual out-of-sample MAE and MSE of the predictions are measured by
1)
and the global out-of-sample MAE and MSE by
In the formula above,μ · are the expected bond returns estimated from the in-sample data and evaluated on the out-of-sample data. In addition to these performance measures, we also report the value of the out-of-sample negative log-likelihood (2.5). Table 3 summarizes the out-of-sample performance measures obtained using the FGD procedure and a standard univariate ARMA(1,1) analysis of each bond return series. Table 3 shows that differences of performance between the expected bond predictions are very small, confirming our visual inspection of Section 3.2. In particular, we find that the average gain obtained when using the FGD procedure instead of a classical univariate analysis is about 0.5%
for both the gMAE and the gMSE measures. However, the individual gains range from about -4% to 15%, suggesting that they are relevant for some maturities. The gain in the negative log-likelihood obtained using FGD is more evident: about 7-8%.
It can be difficult to judge whether the FGD procedure yields significant improvements over a classical analysis in the accuracy of the expected bond returns on the basis of the results in Table   3 (i.e. in terms of percentages). It is easier to determine whether one procedure is significantly better than the other by performing some statistical tests on differences of performance. This is done in the next section.
Two tests on differences of performance
We test formally whether differences in the out-of-sample model performances, as highlighted in the last section, are statistically significant. To this purpose, we make use of the t-type and signtype performance tests, as proposed by Audrino and Bühlmann (2004) extending previous work done by Diebold and Mariano (1995) . In particular, we test for significance of the difference in the (g)MAE and (g)MSE performance measures (3.1)-(3.4) of the FGD procedure against standard univariate ARMA(1,1) models.
The tests are defined as follows. Let U t be the realized out-of-sample loss associated at time 
We test the null hypothesis that differences D t have mean zero against the one-side alternative of mean less (bigger) than zero, i.e. the estimates from model 1 (model 2 ) are better than the ones from model 2 (model 1 ). Moreover, we also test the null hypothesis that the frequency of negative differences has mean 1/2 against the one-side alternative that their mean is more (less) than 1/2. This allows us to investigate whether there is a systematic difference between the estimates from the two models. Note also that this second type of test is more robust against outliers. For this purpose, we use versions of classical t-and sign-tests, adapted to the case of dependent observations. The exact definition of the tests is presented in Appendix A.
Results of the tests for the real data example under investigation are summarized in Table   4 . Note that results are not reported for the bond return series at 1 month since the predictions are exactly the same using the two competitive approaches. Negative values of t-type statistics mean that the FGD procedure has to be preferred to the individual ARMA(1,1) estimation.
The contrary is valid for the sign-type test statistics. In half of the cases (six out of twelve individual tests), there is at least one statistically significant result (at the 5% confidence level or better) in favor of the FGD procedure, either based on the 
Conclusions
We proposed a procedure based on functional gradient descent (FGD) to estimate the timevarying dynamics of the multivariate time series of bond returns at different maturities. In contrast to the classical univariate analysis of each individual bond return time series, the FGD approach allows for the incorporation of cross-effects, by modelling the dynamics of the expected bond return vector as a function of past multivariate observations. Thus, the information included in the past realizations of bond returns at nearer maturities (when statistically relevant)
can be exploited to improve the accuracy of expected bond return estimates and forecasts.
In our real data investigation on artificial zero coupon US bonds with maturities ranging from one month to one year, we found strong empirical evidence of the higher predictive potential of the FGD procedure. In particular we showed using two different type of statistical tests that expected bond return predictions from the FGD approach are at leat in half of the cases significantly more accurate than those from a classical univariate analysis.
The analysis of our study can be extended to long-term bond with time to maturity longer than 1 year. Based on some preliminary findings, we believe that results for long maturities are qualitatively the same as those reported in this study. The FGD methodology is very general and allows for increases of the predictor space in a very simple way. Therefore, some future research on bond return dynamics can be devoted to forecasting expected bond returns by exploiting the additional exogenous information included, for example, in some macroeconomic variables such as indicators for inflation and real activity.
A Appendix: t-type and sign-type tests 
where f D (0) is the spectral density at zero of { D t } t .
Thus, using (A.2) for the test statistic in (A.1), and conditional on the training data,
under the null hypothesis.
Analogously, the version of the sign test in the case of dependent observations introduced in Section 3.4 is based on the frequency of negative differences
for the null hypothesis that the frequency of negative differences W t has mean 1 2 against the alternative of mean greater than 1 2 . The test statistic is given by .4) and σ 2 W ;∞ as in (A.1) but based on W 1 , . . . , W T . As in the derivation of the t-type test above, we have, conditional on the training data,
under the null hypothesis. Table 3 : Out-of-sample goodness of fit measures for the expected bond returns obtained using the FGD procedure introduced in Section 2 and a classical univariate analysis of the bond return series (univariate). MAE, MSE and neg. log-lik. denote the out-of-sample mean absolute and mean square error of the conditional mean predictions, and the out-of-sample negative loglikelihood of the estimation, respectively. The out-of-sample period goes from January 1995 to December 1999, for a total of 60 monthly observations. 
